Draper runner
takes road run

By Bob Hout

Over 250 entrants competed in the MIT Classic Road Race held Wednesday as part of inaugural activities.

Sumner Brown ’66, a Draper Lab employee, won the 4.3 mile race with a time of 20:31. Brown explained that he had no special training techniques, other than running during lunch hour. The second place finisher, Len Nasser G, ran as an undergraduate and noted that his schedule included running 11 miles five times a week.

The cross country team, which runs ten miles a day, had already run six miles before the race and took the course at the pace they would run in practice. Three members of the team came across simultaneously (Bob Bourre G, Pat Hamilton ’81, and Robert Collins ’82), officially placing sixth, seventh, and eighth. The first woman finisher was Hope Bosen ’82, who took 55th place with a time of 24:28.

The first ten finishers and times were:

- Sumner Brown ’66 20:31
- Len Nasser G 20:08
- John Kaufman G 20:15
- Steven Brazil 20:18
- Robert Walters 20:32
- Rob Bourre G 20:48
- Pat Hamilton ’81 20:49
- Robert Collins ’82 20:50
- Greg Basarah G 20:57
- Peter O’Keer ’82 21:11

MIT rugby wins big; Prov. Coll. is victim

By Tom Bryant

The MIT Rugby Football Club raised the record of its first fifteen to 2-1 Saturday with an 18-4 win over Providence College. The hard-fought match featured a balanced attack by the Engineers. The first try was scored by hooker Mark Philip G off a beautiful break by fly-half Tony Eastland G. The forwards stole the ball at a lineout to open up the next try, a hard-fought match featured a balanced attack by the Engineers.

In the second half, the Engineers increased their lead when the forwards won a quick ruck on the right side feeding the ball out to the backs. Out-center Dan Segal G drew the next-to-last defender and led the eight-man Tom Bryant. Bryant elected to run over the P.C. fullback, but lost the ball as he crossed the goal line. Wing Patrick Antaki ’84 and Polcari fell on the ball. Bryant finally made a convert, and the score stood 18-4. P.C. broke their fly-half loose, again passing to his right wing, making the score 18-8.

The first ten finishers and times were:

- Sumner Brown ’66 20:01
- Len Nasser G 20:08
- John Kaufman G 20:15
- Steven Brazil 20:18
- Robert Walters 20:32
- Rob Bourre G 20:48
- Pat Hamilton ’81 20:49
- Robert Collins ’82 20:50
- Greg Basarah G 20:57
- Peter O’Keer ’82 21:11

Men and women seeking EDUCAI IN MANAGEMENT are invited to discuss the
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